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The  
Table 
MounTain 
Fund
In 1993 WWF South Africa had 

the foresight to raise the start-up 
capital for The Table Mountain 

Fund. By 1998, South African 
custodians had donated R10 million 
and the Trust was registered as a 
separate legal entity with its own 
governing body. The fund was later 
expanded via a significant investment 
from the World Bank. 

To date, The Table Mountain Fund 
has invested more than R68 million 
in over 300 projects. These projects 
range from purchasing important 
conservation land and engaging 
landowners in sustainable land 
management, to funding applied 
research, and supporting civil 
society to carry out innovative 
conservation projects in high value 
conservation areas.

ouR Mission
The Table Mountain Fund will 
establish itself as the premier fund 
for achieving significant conservation 
interventions in the Cape Floristic 
Region through supporting the 
C.A.P.E. strategy and other priority 
conservation interventions locally 
and nationally.

Launched by Sir Edmund Hillary, The Table 
Mountain Fund is a capital Conservation Trust 
Fund that develops and funds projects to protect 
and restore the world-famous natural heritage of 
the Cape, known as the Fynbos.

TMF and wwF 
To this day, TMF and WWF-SA operate 
as partners in the execution of the 
business of TMF. TMF is responsible 
for the control and management of the 
Trust at all times and have appointed 
WWF-SA to provide management 
and administrative functions for the 
Trust. The partnership is governed by 
an agency agreement which clearly 
defines rights and responsibilities of 
the two parties involved.
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Table MounTain
The majestic profile of Table 
Mountain has for centuries been 
an inspiration for visitors to the 
Cape. Even those who live and 
work at the foot of the mountain 
feel the power of this world-
famous landmark. And yet even 
more awe-inspiring than its 
famous profile are the unique 
plants and animals that live on the 
mountain, oblivious to the hustle 
and bustle of the cosmopolitan city 
of Cape Town below.
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As the pressures on the Cape 
Floristic Kingdom from climate 
change, urban sprawl and 

agricultural expansion continue to 
increase, the role of an organization 
such as the Table Mountain Fund 
becomes ever more important 
in finding ways to safeguard our 
unique biodiversity and to involve 
local communities in natural 
resource conversation.

over the prior few years the TMF 
management and the conservation 
subcommittee have selected and 
managed the project applications so 
well that we had developed a very 
healthy pipeline of good quality 
proposals. This success meant that we 
experienced pressure on the limited 
income that was generated by our 
invested endowment. 

In order to be able to be more 
responsive to our applicants the TMF 
Board decided that it was time for us to 
increase the size of our endowment so 
that it could generate a greater return 
from the investment and so enable us 
to respond positively to more of the 
proposals we receive. 

chaiR’s 
Review
PRoF bRian Figaji: The Table MounTain Fund chaiR

The Board, based on the recommendation 
of the marketing subcommittee, has 
decided to focus on our 21st Birthday 
celebrations in 2019 to reflect on 
the achievements of TMF to date, to 
broaden awareness of TMF, as well 
as working to increase the size of our 
endowment fund. 

The research, discussions and 
decisions around this plan were the 
most significant matters addressed 
during this reporting period, apart 
from the normal functions performed 
by the Fund. 

I’d like to thank my fellow trustees for 
their time and efforts in guiding the 
activities of TMF, and congratulate 
the TMF for continuing to make a big 
impact in the Cape Floral Region.
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over the last year, TMF has 
supported a portfolio of 51 
conservation projects spread 

across the Cape Floristic Region (CFR). 
These projects, which amount to a total 
investment of a little under R5 million 
for the year, have been executed by 
35 different organisations – which we 
proudly refer to as partners.

A significant proportion of the 
portfolio has been aimed at supporting 
the expansion of the Protected Area 
network of the CFR. To this extent, 
TMF undertook an impact assessment 
in 2017 which aimed to quantify and 
qualify the contributions of the fund 
to date. Results indicated that through 
working with our partners, TMF has 
helped to achieve formal protection of 
land via a multitude of mechanisms, 
some pioneering in this country. 
Its resulting contribution to the CFRs 
Protected Area network is varied and 
far-reaching, with measurable results 
as testimony. 

A further principal focus of the 
portfolio during this period has been 
on the distribution of micro- grants 
(<R50 000) to CFR beneficiaries 
operating at the grassroots level. 
By partnering with eight host 
organisations spread across the CFR, 
TMF is able to deliver conservation 
outcomes while improving the 
livelihoods of communities most in 
need. This portfolio of work further 
entrenches the host organisation as a 
prominent conservation organisation 
serving both the community as well 
as the environment. Administering 
such micro-grants (estimated at 
168 separate small grants over the 

2017 – 2020 period) is the primary 
mechanism in which TMF is able to 
meet our objective of growing the 
conservation community by including 
a wider range of beneficiaries into 
conservation, a purpose which will 
always resonate with The Table 
Mountain Fund.

I would like to recognise and thank 
the TMF Board of Trustees, under 
the Chairmanship of Professor Brian 
Figaji, for their commitment and 
valuable contributions towards the 
fund. I also extend my thanks and 
gratitude to our TMF Project Managers 
(Carla Wood and Boitshekwane 
Kgantsi), TMF Campaign Manager 
(Sarah Watson) and the many WWF-
SA colleagues for their hard work and 
dedication to the Table Mountain Fund 
over the year.

As TMF turns 21 in the year ahead, 
the focus will be on both reflection 
and redefinition. We hope to look 
back on the achievements of the last 
two decades and use the learnings 
emanating from this to intelligently 
design our path ahead through 
the drafting of a new five-year 
conservation strategy. We also intend 
to undergo a second round of fund 
raising in order to further bolster 
our capital and ensure sustained and 
increased investments into fynbos 
conservation going forward.

Without a doubt, the Western Cape 
conservation landscape would 
look very different in the absence 
of a funding body so resolutely 
committed to preserving the world-
renowned natural heritage of the CFR. 

a woRd FRoM 
ouR ManageR
keRRy MaRee: The Table MounTain Fund ManageR

chaiR’s 
Review
PRoF bRian Figaji: The Table MounTain Fund chaiR

I am honoured to be associated with 
the organisation responsible for 
making such enduring impacts and 
am driven to uphold its vision of being 
recognised as the premier fund for 
fynbos conservation.
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TMF 
in The 
Field
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51
active projects 
across the CFR

35
partner 
organisations

19
years of 
Funding Fynbos

>R68 million
invested in 
conservation 
projects to date
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FeaTuRed 
PRojecTs

gRoenlandbeRg conseRvancy
The concept of nature as a shared resource is seldom heartily embraced like it 
is in Elgin’s Groenlandberg Conservancy. Built around a patchwork of various, 
private tracts of land, this growing movement is the result of a collective of 
forward-thinking landowners with shared values in biodiversity conservation, 
and social and environmental sustainability. The Table Mountain Fund has to 
date provided funding for two of the Groenlandberg Conservancy’s core projects: 
the first one focuses on the integrated restoration of the Jakkals River ecosystem; 
and the second, made possible by a donation from nedbank, was a year-long 
‘firewise and environmental awareness’ education programme for children who 
go to school within the Conservancy. 

caPe Town enviRonMenTal 
educaTion TRusT
The Cape Town Environmental 
Education Trust (CTEET) Learnership 
Programme, which TMF plays a major 
role in funding, was started in order 
to provide learnership opportunities 
to young individuals, with limited 
educational opportunities, from 
communities adjacent to nature 
reserves. Since its inception in 2014, 
over 79 youth have gone through the 
programme. For the duration of the 
programme, the individuals involved 
are placed on City of Cape Town 
nature reserves and CTEET-managed 
conservation areas, where they are 
involved in day-to-day conservation 
activities and exposed to real-world 
work experiences. Through this 
process, these individuals are not only 
educated and mentored, but complete 
the programme with work experience 
and knowledge, which puts them in the 
best position possible to continue with 
their careers. over 93% of graduates 
have gone on to further training or 
permanent employment on completion 
of the programme.
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gRooTvadeRsbosch conseRvancy
The Grootvadersbosch Conservancy has been called one of the best-kept natural 
secrets in South Africa (Traveller24.com). But aside from the natural wonder 
of the area, the Conservancy offers a new model to support sustainable natural 
resource management on private land – an innovative model where landowners 
buy- in, and communities and the natural landscape benefits. In 2014, TMF 
granted the Grootvadersbosch Conservancy funds to establish a landscape 
initiative. This project aims to support the conservation of fragile ecosystems 
and aid sustainable livelihoods of the adjacent local communities, through the 
creation of green jobs and ecotourism opportunities. The project entails the 
construction of both mountain bike and hiking trails, as well as the training of 
field guides.

naTuRe’s valley TRusT
The nature’s valley Trust (nvT) 
runs a Coastal Impact Programme, 
through which, with funding from 
the Table Mountain Fund and other 
sources, they have been able to 
assess the impact that people have 
on coastal biodiversity, and have 
sought novel ways of mitigating these 
effects. They firmly believe that 
through a combination of high quality 
research programmes, and target 
specific education and awareness 
programmes, that people can co-exist 
with biodiversity along our coastline 
– sharing the shores. Their approach 
is to be non-confrontational, using 
education as a tool to highlight nvT’s 
research results, enabling people to 
be more aware of the impact certain 
behaviours have on specific wildlife, 
and empowering them to choose to 
adjust their behaviour. To achieve this, 
nvT run three projects under this 
banner – Shorebirds, Shore-based 
Fishing and Beach Litter.
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TMF sMall 
gRanTs 

FaciliTies
Through TMF’s small grant facility, the fund aims 
to support the growth and development of new 
entrants into the conservation sector, as well as 
facilitate the inclusion and involvement of a wider 
range of stakeholders in conservation. With grants 
less than R50 000, TMF supports community level 
conservation across the Cape Floristic Region.

In 2017, TMF announced the funding 
of eight new small grant facilities. 
The funding will support these 
facilities for the next three years. 

gaRden RouTe 
biosPheRe ReseRve 
Through a small grant facility, the 
Garden Route Biosphere Reserve 
(GRBR) wishes to engage with 
communities to identify and contribute 
to projects in the development of 
sustainable livelihoods, encourage 
biodiversity-based businesses and aid 
the establishment of small enterprises 
that contribute to the green economy 
in the GRBR domain. They aim to 
support identified needs within 
communities and to facilitate training 
where necessary for small business 
development or job creation that has 
links to the environment. The GRBR 
will support and mentor community 
driven initiatives that result in 
changing mindsets for enhanced 
environmental outcomes or that 
improve livelihoods and enhance land 
use practices or environmental health.
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naTuRes valley TRusT
nature’s valley Trust (nvT) has a rich 
heritage of engaging, training and 
releasing small community projects 
in the Bitou region. A small grant 
facility will build on this reputation, 
enabling nvT to identify and support 
new entrants to the conservation 
sector that aim to make a tangible 
difference to local communities and 
their environments. In particular, nvT 
aims to support projects that reduce 
waste to landfill, improve home-based 
community food generation, develop 
community eco-venture enterprises, 
and that see improved management of 
local coastal and marine biodiversity.

gRooTbos FoundaTion
Through a small grant facility, 
the Grootbos Foundation aims to 
identify and mentor new entrants to 
the conservation community in the 
overberg and to support projects 
for creating sustainable livelihoods, 
social enterprise development, 
conserving the natural environment, 
environmental education and marine 
and coastal conservation. 

eMeRging leadeRs sa
Emerging Leaders South Africa’s 
(ELSA) junior programme (LEAd 
noW) is designed for children 
aged 8-13 years old and carries the 
mandate, ‘to invest and equip a 
generation of productive youth citizens 
with the mindsets and skills to lead 
their lives and work together towards 
a sustainable planet’. The ELSA small 

grant facility will enable the LEAd 
noW school participants to use their 
newly learnt leadership skills to run an 
environmental project at their school, 
enabling them to put into practice 
many of the skills that they have 
just learnt. With this funding, these 
children can learn what it means to 
take on the role of a leader in creating 
a sustainable environment for their 
future and their heritage.
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caPe Town enviRonMenTal 
educaTion TRusT
The Cape Town Environmental 
Education Trust (CTEET) is changing 
lives through nature from crèche to 
career. Through a small grant facility, 
CTEET aims to use City of Cape Town 
nature Reserves as stepping stones for 
the development of new entrants into 
the conservation sector by creating 
a greater awareness, strengthening 
leadership roles and capacitating 
youth with the long-term aim of 
the new entrants venturing into the 
Green Economy. 

dassenbeRg coasTal 
caTchMenT PaRTneRshiP
The dassenberg Coastal Catchment 
Partnership (dCCP) is a landscape-
level collaboration between various 
agencies in a priority climate change 
corridor. The strategic objectives 
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for this conservation partnership 
incorporates collaborative efforts to 
promote climate change resilience and 
adaptation, conserving the cultural 
and natural heritage of the area, 
water security and unlocking socio-
economic opportunities. This small 
grant facility aims to support civil 
society involvement in conservation by 
attracting new entrants linked to the 
dassenberg corridor whilst aiming to 
catalyse local economic development 
and innovation in tourism and 
environmental protection.

wolseley waTeR 
useRs associaTion
The Wolseley Water users Association 
(WWuA) was established in 2008, 
in terms of the national Water Act 
(Act 36 of 1998), as a co-operative 
association of individual water users 
in the upper Breede River of South 
Africa, which addresses issues posing 
a risk to the resource for the mutual 
benefit of all its members and the 
communities downstream. This small 
grant facility will aim to address 
the critical role of water as a key 
enabler for future economic growth 
and environmental sustainability, as 
identified in the recent upper Breede 
River Environmental Resources 
Protection Plan (BRERPP). It aims 
to achieve this through bottom-up 
economic incentives linked to alien 
biomass and environmental awareness 
initiatives focused on recognising the 
value of ecosystem services.

whale coasT conseRvaTion
Becoming a TMF small grant facility 
has enabled Whale Coast Conservation 
(WCC) to use its considerable 
expertise, experience, partnerships 
and network of community contacts, 
to connect with and motivate 
people in historically disadvantaged 
communities in the Cape Whale Coast 
region to undertake projects that are 
related to the natural environment, 
and have the potential for initiating 
sustainable small enterprises. WCC 
is in a position to offer project 
development and mentoring, leading to 
capacity development in communities 
that are currently hampered by 
funding constraints from participating 
in environmental conservation.
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acTive TMF 
PRojecTs
 

PROJECT NAME EXECUTANT

Establishing “Best Practice” protocols for the honeybush industry: agricultural and 
conservation opportunities of Cyclopia Subternata and C. Longifolia (Honeybush)

nelson Mandela Metropolitan 
university

determining the scale, structure and sustainability of the wild fynbos harvesting 
supply chain in the Cape Floristic Region

Cape Flora SA

Fire risk assessment and management plan for the north Ward urban Interface 
within the Cape Peninsula Fire Protection Association

nCC Environmental Services

Improved fire data management within the Greater Cederberg and southern 
Cape FPAs

Greater Cederberg Fire Protection 
Association

unlocking a spekboom-based economy in the Klein Karoo Gouritz Cluster Biosphere Reserve

Co-creating conservation and green social economic opportunities downstream of 
the Berg River dam 

Living Lands

Bridging support for nature reserve declarations Capenature

CTEET Learnership Project (2017 – 2019) Cape Town Environmental 
Education Trust

Facilitating protected area expansion within the City of Cape Town Wilderness Foundation Trust

Greater Kromme Stewardship Initiative Conservation outcomes

Green conservation corridor from Walker Bay to Cape Agulhas Grootbos Foundation

Enhancing conservation nGo involvement in Protected Area expansion Birdlife SA

Protected Area expansion in critically endangered Renosterveld in the overberg 
wheat-belt

overberg Renosterveld Conservation 
Trust

Integrated restoration of the Jakkals River ecosystem (Phase 2) Groenlandberg Conservancy

Stewardship assistance Conservation at Work

CTEET - small grant facility Cape Town Environmental 
Education Trust

Emerging Leaders SA - small grant facility Emerging Leaders SA

WWuA - small grant facility Wolseley Water users Association

WCC - small grant facility Whale Coast Conservation

nvT - small grant facility nature’s valley Trust

Grootbos Foundation - small grant facility Grootbos Foundation

GRBR - small grant facility Garden Route Biosphere Reserve

dCCP - small grant facility Capenature

Keurbooms River Integrated Catchment Management Programme Eden to Addo Corridor Initiative

1 MaRch 2017 – 
28 FebRuaRy 2018
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PROJECT NAME EXECUTANT

Greater Cederberg Biodiversity Corridor Small Grants Project Capenature

Spekkies-Mitigating climate change and land degradation through 
enterprise development 

Gouritz Cluster Biosphere Reserve

Integrated restoration of the Jakkals River ecosystem, Groenlandberg Conservancy Groenlandberg Conservancy

Citizen Conservation Project: Save the Birds Princess vlei Forum 

Firewise and environmental awareness education for children within the 
Groenlandberg Conservancy

Groenlandberg Conservancy

defending Fynbos: Support for criminal prosecution in illegal virgin land 
conversion case

Centre for Environmental Rights

The Stanford Mill Stream Improvement Project Whale Coast Conservation

Restoration of fish pond at Langa High School Langa Environmental Action Forum

Mitigation measures to reduce road mortalities of the Western Leopard Toad in 
noordhoek, South Peninsula and Southern Suburbs 

Toadnuts

Assessing the effect of global climate change on indigenous and alien fish in the 
Cape Floristic Region

Freshwater Research Centre

Clearing and rehabilitating over the course of three years three areas badly 
infested by invasive alien plants in Hermanus

Hermanus Hacking Group

Evaluating aerial basal bark sparying as a means of improving invasive alien 
pine management

Capenature

Training and education for stakeholders of the Garden Route national Park (GRnP) nature’s valley Trust

utilizing orca whale characteristics to design a non-invasive alternative to 
shark nets

Human Wildlife Solutions

The Southern Cape Landowners Initiative – administrative backbone and project 
support requirement

natural Bridge Communications

Vergenoegd water bird habitat and water quality project nCC Environmental Services

Fynbos Forum Innovation Scholarships Kishugu

The four returns in the Baviaanskloof: the bottom-based process Living Lands

Koup landcare committee project on sustaining wildlife and farming AgriReap

Renosterveld ecosystem function: growing our understanding to inform restoration university of Cape Town

WWF Water Balance Project chipping team – the development of a sustainable 
business model for the chipping and sale of biomass from alien clearing initiatives

nCC Environmental Services

TMnP: Roodeberg Rehabilitation Project Wilderness Foundation Trust

Langkloof Landscape Initiative of Protected Area expansion with 
sustainable farming

Language of the Wilderness 
Foundation Trust

Fynbos Forum book Kishugu

Pioneering a methodology for cost-effective monitoring by private land-owners 
on the Agulhas Plain as part of the Agulhas Biodiversity Initiative (ABI) Alien 
Clearing Programme

Flower valley Conservation Trust

Fire Risk Assessment of the urban-wildland interface for the west ward of the Cape 
Peninsula Fire Protection Association

nCC Environmental Services

Assessing and reducing the impact people have on beach and estuary ecosystems, 
an intergrated approach

nature’s valley Trust

Supporting collaborative extension in the Western Cape nCC Environmental Services
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ouR TeaM
kerry Maree – Manager 
Kerry joined the TMF team in 
2016, bringing with her an intimate 
understanding of the C.A.P.E. 
partnership and challenges facing the 
Cape Floristic Region. Kerry views 
the TMF as an ideal vehicle to make 
meaningful contributions towards 
biodiversity conservation of the CFR 
while delivering sustainable benefits to 
the unique people of the region.

carla wood – Project Manager 
For the past eight years Carla has 
been an integral part of the TMF 
team, managing a diverse portfolio 
of projects for the Fund. Carla is 
challenged daily to be the change that 
she would like to see in the world and 
being part of the TMF team allows her 
to be a part of the inspiring, innovative 
and catalytic change that the TMF 
strives for.

boitshekwane (Maki) kgantsi – 
Project Manager 
Maki was part of the TMF team from 
november 2015 to october 2017. 
She was responsible for the 
management of the Cape Flats nature 
Partners Fund and the four landscape 
initiatives small grant projects.
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ouR TRusTees 
Prof Brian Figaji
dr Colin Johnson
Justin Smith
Jeffrey Manuel
Austen nenguke
Yumnaa Firfirey
Bongani Mnisi

coMMiTTees RePoRTing To The boaRd
conservation committee
• Jeffrey Manuel (Chairman)
• Dr Colin Johnson
• Bongani Mnisi

legal, audit and Finance committee
• Austen Nenguke (Chairman)
• Justin Smith 
• Yumnaa Firfirey

Marketing and Fundraising committee
• Prof Brian Figaji (Chairman)
• Jeffrey Manuel
• Austen Nenguke
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PeRFoRMance

 Resources channeled towards 
conservation projects (ZAR)

 Resources channeled towards 
operations and management (ZAR)

2014 2015 2016 2017 2018

10 000 000

8 000 000

6 000 000

4 000 000

2 000 000

0

In order to establish consistency in the scale of operations, TMF now strives for 
a 1:2 ratio of operations to conservation (i.e. 33% of total expenses). This was 
achieved in FY2018 and will be maintained for the medium-term future. 
TMF will ensure that expenses going forward are allowed to grow with inflation 
and that the operational costs represent one third of the total expenses. In the 
event that the capital fund cannot support this cumulative expense draw-down, 
the shortfall will need to be addressed through raising of additional funds such 
as project grants and unrestricted donations.

44% 27%26% 33%29%

CuMuLATIvE PRoJECT MAnAGEMEnT And oPERATIonS ExPEnSES vS. RESouRCES 
CHAnnELLEd To THE FIELd, 2014 – 2018 (In SouTH AFRICAn RAndS)
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In order to preserve the endowment fund, TMF aims to grow its conservation 
portfolio which is supported by dedicated project grant funds for the medium 
–term future. Ensuring the project grants align to TMFs mandate and focus is 
however vital to our sustainability. Striking the balance between ring-fenced 
supported projects and TMF capital supported projects is paramount to reinforcing 
our vision of being the premier fund for fynbos conservation. up until FY2018, 
conservation projects supported by project grants would be supported over and 
above those supported by the capital. This however significant administrative 
pressure on the efficient TMF management structures and never allowed for a 
resting of the capital fund. As of FY2018, these project grant supported projects 
will be supported ‘instead of’ capital-funded conservation projects.

2014 2015 2016 2017 2018

8 000 000

7 000 000

6 000 000

5 000 000

4 000 000

3 000 000

2 000 000

1 000 000

0

 Conservation projects supported 
through external project 
grants (ZAR)

 Conservation projects supported 
through endowment (ZAR)

Table MounTain 
naTional PaRk 
(TMnP)
Situated at Africa’s south-western 
tip, the SAnParks-managed 
Table Mountain national Park 
is recognised globally for its 
extraordinarily rich, diverse 
and unique fauna and flora and 
is a truly remarkable natural, 
scenic, historical, cultural and 
recreational asset both locally and 
internationally. Established in 
1998, it is one of the few national 
Parks in the world to be located 
within a large cosmopolitan 
city. TMF is proud to support 
the SAnParks in the expansion 
of this national Park as well as 
the research and management 
of the irreplaceable biodiversity 
contained within.

ConSERvATIon PRoJECTS SuPPoRTEd THRouGH THE EndoWMEnT Fund vS. 
ConSERvATIon PRoJECTS SuPPoRTEd BY dEdICATEd PRoJECT GRAnT FundS, 2014 – 2018  
(In SouTH AFRICAn RAndS)

A full set of audited Annual Financial Statements for 2018 is available on request.
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how To 
suPPoRT 
us 

caPe FloRal Region
Located at the south-western 
tip of South Africa, the Cape 
Floral Region is the smallest and 
richest of the Earth’s six floral 
kingdoms. Home to nearly half of 
South Africa’s plant species, its 
characteristic vegetation, known 
as fynbos, is found nowhere else 
on Earth. Its uniqueness has 
earned the Cape recognition as a 
World Heritage Site and a Global 
Biodiversity Hotspot.

TMF’s dynamic portfolio of work highlights the fund’s 
indispensable role in conserving the biodiversity of the CFR. 
With the sustained support, TMF will be well-positioned to 
continue to make an enduring impact. 
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Join international donors, local partners and dedicated individuals as we protect 
and restore the natural wilderness of Table Mountain and the rich biodiversity of 
the Cape Floral Kingdom.

donate online
www.thetablemountainfund.org.za/support-us/

donate via snapscan 

MyPlanet
add us as one of your MyPlanet beneficiaries 

become a partner
contact us to find out how you can become a 

corporate partner. 

Thank you To ouR 
2017 suPPoRTeRs
• Volunteer Wildfire Services
• Millennium Trust

And thank you to all of our 
individual donors for your ongoing 
support and commitment to 
the conservation of the Cape 
Floral Region.
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The Table Mountain Fund is a capital Conservation Trust Fund 
that develops and funds projects to protect and restore the 

world-famous natural heritage of the Cape, known as the Fynbos. 
Founded by WWF-SA in 1993 and launched by Sir Edmund 

Hillary, the TMF has to date invested more than R70 million in 
over 300 conservation projects throughout the Cape Floristic 

Region and remains the premier fund for fynbos.

www.thetablemountainfund.org.za
tmf@wwf.org.za

conTacT us
+27 21 762 8525 | tmf@wwf.org.za

Centre for Biodiversity Conservation 
Kirstenbosch Botanical Gardens 

Rhodes drive 
newlands 

South Africa

www.thetablemountainfund.org.za

http://www.thetablemountainfund.org.za

